HPMA East of England

Autumn Event
Tuesday, 21 November 2017
09.30 until 16.15
Mills & Reeve LLP offices at Botanic House, 100 Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 1PH
Tel: 01223 222515

09.30

Arrival and Tea / Coffee

09.45

Hein Scheffer – Vice President of East of England HPMA
 Welcome and East of England HPMA Update

10.00

Stuart Craig – Partner Mills & Reeve
 Stuart will provide us with the current labour law update,
with a focus on organisational change, system working,
changes in terms and conditions and consultation.

11.00

Dean Royles – Executive Director of HR and OD – Leeds
University Hospitals
 We will hear from Dean about the transformation that Leeds
Hospital underwent from being a financially distressed
organisation to a very engaging and increasingly
successful one; and the initiatives they applied through
engaging with the with staff, stakeholders and large scale
organisational change.

11.30

Refreshments

12.00

Steph Cartwright, Director of Organisational Development,
Transformation and Human Resources, Dudley Clinical
Commissioning Group
 Steph will be joining us to provide us with a better
understanding of the work they have done in Dudley and
how they engaged their partners, hospitals and GP practices
to develop a system approach to health care.

13.00

Lunch
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13.45

Yvonne Rodgers – Strategic Workforce Lead: Greater
Manchester Health & Social Partnership
 Yvonne will share with us the journey in Greater Manchester
of how they brought the various organisations together,
impact of this change, planning and engagement required,
lessons learned on the employment brand offer and what
they intend to do in future.

14.45

Refreshments

15.00

Jon Restell, Chief Executive, Managers in Partnership (MiP)
 Jon will be joined by his colleague George Shepherd,
National Officer, to give us an overview of the transformation
agenda with STPs and its impact on managers, staff and
partnership-working across health and social care and the
trade unions’ approach to system-wide change.

16.00

Round table discussion and reflection

16.15

Close
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